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The validation that the soap contains Ingredient X in it certifies
that soaps can be made with Ingredient X and that can be
beneficial for the health of the skin.
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Soaps are one of the major elements which we use in our
everyday life and is produced by the saponification of a
triglyceride (fat or oil).1 The ingredient X oil, a non-
psychoactive compound that has long been used for its
therapeutic benefits, which include soothing skin, treating
joint injuries and easing chronic pain, and for those properties
the ingredient X is used in the formulation of this soap to
validate that can be a useful ingredient.2 The analysis chart of
the tests made to the soap made with a mixture of a few oils,
sodium hydroxide, water and Ingredient X demonstrate a few
components presents in the soap. A chromatograph
evaluated by HPLC showed presence of Ingredient X in it.
The validation that the soap contains Ingredient X in it
certifies that soaps can be made with Ingredient X and that
can be beneficial for the health of the skin.

It is important to know what content is in a soap that we are
using because not all skin types are the same and because
of that there are some ingredients that can cause allergies
and other types of reactions in the skin. The objectives of this
research is knowing what a natural soap have in his formula
and validate that the Ingredient X oil that is an ingredient new
and innovative that has a lot of benefits for the skin health is
present as an ingredient of the soap.

The chromatographs 
were obtained using 
HPLC and they identify 
the Ingredient X 
presence in the soap. 
They identified a series 
of peaks, each one 
representing a 
derivative compound of 
Ingredient X passing 
through the detector 

Background 
Ingredient X oil, a non-psychoactive compound that has long
been used for its therapeutic benefits, which include soothing
skin, treating joint injuries and easing chronic pain. Studies
have confirmed what has been thought and realized by
traditional cultures for thousands of years.2

Methodology

Future Work  

In our daily basis we use soaps so it’s important to know the
ingredients that are in it. Several persons suffer of allergies
and some of them are to chemicals or ingredients. Natural
soaps are made with natural ingredients but can cause allergy
to specified persons. When buying a natural soap usually we
don’t know the content of it and for that the laboratory
evaluation provided the specific content of ingredients in it.
.

Problem

The general soap production method is divided into the
following major steps.

1. The oils used for the soap have to be weighted
depending on the percent of each oil in the mixture and
the quantity of water and sodium hydroxide as well.

2. When weighing the oils and ingredients for the soap you
start mixing the oil/fat including the Ingredient X. Some
of them need to melt in order to be used because they
have to be in his liquid state.

3. In a separate bowl the water and the sodium hydroxide
are mixed because of the exothermic reaction the water
and the sodium hydroxide make. And when the
temperature drops can be added to the mixed oils.

4. Using an immersion blender, the oils and the mix of the
water and sodium hydroxide are blended for a few
minutes making sure all ingredients are dissolved in the
mixture. Until the mixture achieves a thick consistence.

5. If adding colorants and perfumes they can be added
when all of the oils are blended.

6. When having all ingredients mixed the solution can be
putted in the mold to be used for the shape of the soap.

7. After putting the soap mixture in the molds, they need to
be for at least 1 day there in order to dry and having the
soap ready to use. 3

The Ingredient X is an innovative oil that is very beneficial for
the skin but there are few studies about it. There could be
more products that can be made with this Ingredient X with
the proper studies and evaluation and can be very helpful for
some conditions in the skin.
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